BROADENING THE HORIZONS OF CHARITY FOR A NEW SOCIAL PROJECTUALITY

IV INTERNATIONAL FORUM OF GRAN SASSO
EURO-AFRICAN PARTNERSHIP: 3RD CONFERENCE

Special event of the Italian Presidency of the G20
SEPTEMBER 30TH / OCTOBER 2ND, 2021
UNIVERSITY OF TERAMO (ITALY) - A. SALICETI CAMPUS

PROGRAMME

The event will take place in compliance with the Anti Covid-19 legislation - To access the Green Pass is required

More information: cerimoniale@unite.it - http://forumgs.oa-abruzzo.inaf.it - www.unite.it - www.diocesiteramoatri.it
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH, 2021 – 4.00 PM/6.30PM
University of Teramo - Aurelio Saliceti Campus - Benedetto Croce Great Hall

INAUGURAL CEREMONY
Presides and moderates
Cesare Mirabelli
Emeritus President of the Constitutional Court - President of the Scientific Committee of the Forum

4.00 pm  Institutional greetings
Gianguido D'Alberto
Mayor of Teramo
Diego Di Bonaventura
President of the Province of Teramo
Marco Marsilio
President of Abruzzo Region
Giorgio Marrapodi
General Director for Development Cooperation - Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MAECI)

4.45 pm  Presentation of the IV International Forum of Gran Sasso
Dino Mastrocola
Rector of the University of Teramo
Lorenzo Leuzzi
Bishop of the Diocese of Teramo-Atri

5.00 pm  Speaker
His Eminence Card. Pietro Parolin
Secretary of State

5.15 pm  Lectio Magistralis
From all of us to all of us: for a culture of the world as a common place
Maria Chiara Malaguti
President of Unidroit

"From awareness to action":
the contribution of statistics to govern the phenomena of our time
Giancarlo Blangiardo
President of ISTAT

6.00 pm  Speaker
Maria Cristina Messa
Minister for Universities and Research (MUR)
FRIDAY 1ST OCTOBER 2021

8.15/8.45 am
Teramo - Church of San Gabriele dell'Addolorata - Locality Colleparco
EUCHARISTIC CELEBRATION PRESIDED OVER BY S.E. MONS. LORENZO LEUZZI

9.00 am/6.00 pm
University of Teramo - Aurelio Saliceti Campus - Silvio Spaventa Educational Building
PARALLEL SESSIONS

1. Agro-food
   The dissemination of knowledge and the scientific method for the well-being and sustainable development of the territory with a global vision
   Coordinator
   Enrico Dainese
   Dean of the Faculty of Biosciences and agri-food and environmental technologies
   University of Teramo

2. Environment
   Digital management of the environment:
   Applying Digital Twin models from urban to naturalistic environment
   Coordinators
   Federico Cinquepalmi
   Ministry of University and Research
   Tommaso Navarra
   President of Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga National Park

3. Art and museology
   The Concept and the Forms of Charity in Archaeology, Art and Museums
   Coordinator
   Paolo Coen
   University of Teramo

4. Cultural Heritage
   Caritas project as Agape and as Charis: the recovery of architectural heritage in the territory and the restoration of ecclesiastical structures destroyed by the earthquake
   Coordinator
   Lanfranco Cardinal
   Diocesan Cultural Assets Commission

5. Communication
   The Media Between Planning and Individualism. Rethinking the Development of Communication
   Coordinator
   Mario Morcellini
   Sapienza University of Rome

6. Law
   Personalistic principle and mandatory duties of solidarity in the prism of the legal system
   Coordinators
   Lorena Ambrosini - Simona D'Antonio
   University of Teramo
   Emanuele Bilotti
   European University of Rome
7. Economics, financial sciences and business organization  
   The design and management of successful enterprises, between economy and sociability  
   Coordinators  
   Simona Arduini  
   University of Roma Tre  
   Christian Corsi  
   University of Teramo  

8. Philosophy, Politics and Law  
   Rethinking paradigms: what knowledge for what society  
   Coordinators  
   Fiammetta Ricci - Paolo Savarese  
   University of Teramo  

9. Training  
   Training as a tool for inclusion and an opportunity for growth  
   Coordinator  
   Lucia Chiappetta Cajola  
   University of Roma Tre  

10. Engineering and Informatics  
   Engineering, technological revolution and new social project  
   Coordinator  
   Alessandro Toscano  
   University of Roma Tre  

11. Literature and Humanities  
   Thinking a new humanism. Literature and the Humanities as the Foundational Pivot of an ethical and intellectual (re)constitution  
   Coordinator  
   Valerio Casadio  
   University of Rome “Tor Vergata”  

12. Medicine and Health  
   Good practices in the care processes: challenges and ethical behaviours for a new project  
   Coordinators  
   Lia Ginaldi - Giovanni Muttillo - Giuseppe Paradiso Galatioto - Maurizio Vaccarili  
   University of L’Aquila  

13. Music  
   Redesigning the intangible. Music between Research, Educational Systems and Third Mission  
   Coordinators  
   Paola Besutti  
   University of Teramo  
   Federico Paci  
   “Gaetano Braga” State College of Music and Dance Studies - Teramo  

14. Social policies and active labour policies  
   Welfare and labour policies  
   Coordinators  
   Domenico Bova  
   Director of Technical Agency Ministry of Labour  
   Silvia Ciucciovino  
   University of Roma Tre  
   Roberto Veraldi  
   University "G. d'Annunzio" of Chieti-Pescara
15. **Psychology**  
*The attention and care of new fragilities. the revealed human and the role of psychology*  
Coordinator  
**Franco Lucchese**  
*Sapienza University of Rome*

16. **Research and Scientific Culture**  
*The role of Scientific Research as intellectual guide of a responsible and sustainable society*  
Coordinators  
**Enzo Brocato**  
*Director of INAF - Abruzzo Astronomical Observatory*  
**Vito Michele Fazio**  
*Director of CNR - Institute of Translational Pharmacology*  
**Ezio Previtali**  
*Director of LNGS - Gran Sasso National Laboratories*

17. **Tourism sciences**  
*Tourism and the 17 objectives of sustainable development*  
Coordinators  
**Fabrizio Antolini**  
*University of Teramo*  
**Carmen Bizzarri**  
*European University of Rome*

18. **Sociology**  
*The role of sociology for the understanding of social complexity*  
Coordinator  
**Antonio Cocozza**  
*University of Roma Tre*

19. **Sport**  
*Communication and Policies for Sport*  
Coordinator  
**Luigi Mastrangelo**  
*University of Teramo*

20. **History**  
*Religious denominations and history: inter-religious dialogue and civil coexistence*  
Coordinator  
**Massimo Carlo Giannini**  
*University of Teramo*

21. **Development and Territory**  
*Territorial imbalances: a spatial analysis between local and global*  
Coordinator  
**Bernardo Cardinale**  
*University of Teramo*

22. **Veterinary**  
*Sustainable animal production: a new social perspective*  
Coordinators  
**Augusto Carluccio**  
*Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine - University of Teramo*  
**Nicola D’Alterio**  
*General Director of the Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell’Abruzzo e del Molise "G. Caporale"*
Hours 9.00 am/6.00 pm
University of Teramo - Aurelio Saliceti Campus - Silvio Spaventa Educational Building
3rd CONFERENCE FOR A EURO-AFRICAN ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIP

Building the future together: the role of academic cooperation in shaping a new project of socio-economic integration for youth

Chair and moderator
Paola Pittia
Delegate for Internationalization - University of Teramo

Greetings
Edoardo Alesse
Rector of the University of L’Aquila
Sergio Caputi
Rector of the University "G. d'Annunzio" of Chieti-Pescara
Eugenio Coccia
Rector of the Gran Sasso Science Institute
Maurizio Tira
Rector of the University of Brescia - Delegate for Internationalization in CRUI

Teramo Declaration: experiences of cooperation for development
Eugenio Gaudio
President of Rome Sapienza Foundation

6.00p.m. /6.30 p.m.
University of Teramo - Aurelio Saliceti Campus - Benedetto Croce Great Hall
PLENARY SESSION
From the "apocalypse" to the "genesis"
Ivano Dionigi
Former Rector of the University of Bologna and President of the Pontifical Academy of Latinity
SATURDAY 2\textsuperscript{ND} OCTOBER 2021

8.15/8.45 am - Teramo - Church of San Gabriele dell'Addolorata - Locality Colleparco
Eucharistic Celebration presided by S.E. Mons. Lorenzo Leuzzi

9.15/9.45 am - University of Teramo - Aurelio Saliceti Campus - B. Croce Great Hall
Chair and moderator
Cesare Mirabelli
\textit{Emeritus President of the Constitutional Court - President of the Scientific Committee of the Forum}
Speaker
Patrizio Bianchi
\textit{Minister of Education (ME)}

9.45 am/13.00 pm - University of Teramo - Aurelio Saliceti Campus - B. Croce Great Hall
ROUND TABLES
Broadening the Horizons of Charity for a New Socio-Economic Development
Chair and moderator
Stefano Zamagni \textit{President of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences}
Speakers
Antonella Sciarrone Alibrandi
\textit{Pro-Rector of the Catholic University of Sacred Heart}
Tiziana Di Sante
\textit{President of Fondazione Tercas}
Riccardo Di Stefano
\textit{President of Young Entrepreneurs of Confindustria}

Broadening the horizons of charity for a new educational perspective
Chair and moderator
Francesco Adornato \textit{CRUI General Secretary}
Speakers
Luigi Fiorentino
\textit{Chief of Staff - Ministry of Education}
Paola Inverardi
G20 Science Sherpa
Giovanni Lostorto
\textit{General Director of Luiss-Guido Carli - Rome}

Broadening the horizons of charity for a new international cooperation
Chair and moderator
Giorgio Marrapodi \textit{General Manager for Development Cooperation - Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MAECI)}
Antonio Parenti
\textit{Director of European Commission Representation in Italy}
Webber Ndoro
\textit{General Director of the International Centre of Studies for the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Heritage (ICCROM)}
Paola Pittia
University of Teramo

CONCLUSIONS
Dino Mastrocola \textit{Rector of the University of Teramo}
Lorenzo Leuzzi \textit{Bishop of the Diocese of Teramo-Atri}

CERIMONY FOR PHILATELIC CANCELLATION